SCENARIOS®
A Predefined Series of Unique Actions
to be Initiated Immediately.

R

Emergencies don’t make plans.
But you can.

Automatically initiate an entire series of unique emergency actions that you’ve created
in advance. That’s Scenarios from Omnilert.
SCENARIOS DOES ITS JOB SO YOUR TEAM
CAN DO THEIRS.
Critical events require much more than an alert.
Launch a full series of predefined actions and
communications throughout the entire crisis
management lifecycle — before, during, and
after a situation.
Well in advance of the adrenaline ever hitting your
team, your plan is already underway. You can create
multiple unique actions for each Scenario that map
directly to your emergency action and response
plans. Based upon the specific situation, Scenarios
can:
•

•
•

Align, capture, and immediately initiate your
emergency response plan’s predefined series of
unique actions
Give life to your emergency action and response
plan
Flawlessly orchestrate emergency
communications and response from beginning
to end

With Scenarios, your team, a group of
experts who know how to handle the
urgent business at hand, is prepared.

NO WASTED TIME. NO CONFUSION. NO HASSLES.
Initiate multiple customizable messages to
unique people, groups, and endpoints.

Notify and coordinate with local
first responders.

Activate connected, emergency safety
hardware’s audible and visual prompts.

Initiate conference or web calls for Unified
Command response.

Launch command dashboards.

Interact with and manage incoming
responses.
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Plan for every Scenario.

And initiate a complex emergency response in seconds.
Empower the precise orchestration of emergency communications and response for recognized
crises, hazards, and exposures.
•

Active Shooter or Intruder

•

Executive Communication

•

Unauthorized Person

•

All Clear

•

Fire

•

Unscheduled Closure

•

Bomb Threat

•

General Security

•

Utility Failure

•

Chemical Spill

•

IT Outage

•

Vehicular Accident

•

Earthquake

•

Non-Violent Crime

•

Weather

•

Evacuation

•

Traffic Routing

•

Workplace Violence

AUTOMATICALLY TRIGGERING A PREDEFINED SERIES OF ACTIONS WITH CONFIDENCE
You never know where you will be when an
emergency strikes. Scenarios makes it easy to
respond wherever you happen to be. Omnilert’s web,
mobile, and Apple Watch applications allow you
to quickly initiate complex, predefined emergency
response actions immediately.
With the enhanced ability to integrate with an
increasingly connected world, you can improve
critical communications and response by
automatically initiating specific responses based
upon alerts from independently monitored systems.

A complete solution that is a quantum leap
in emergency planning, communications, and
response - with your success built in.

Master your next Scenario.

Emergencies happen. Be confident in your response
efforts for the most important minutes of a crisis
with Scenarios.

Contact Omnilert:
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